
Watercraft Safety Equipment Requirements
PFD for each 

person on board
Manual Propelling 

Device (paddle/oar) 
or Anchor with 15 

meters of rope

Sound Signaling 
Device (whistle)

Watertight 
Flashlight or 
Three Flares

Buoyant Heaving 
Line (15 meters)

Power Boats up to 
6 meters (19’ 8”) X X X X X X X X

Personal 
Watercraft

X X X X X X X X

 

Canoes, Kayaks, 
Rowboats, other 
Human-Powered 
Boats under 6 
meters

X X X X X

Paddleboats, 
Sealed-Hull and 
Sit-on-Top Kayaks 
under 6 meters

X X X X X

If every person on board a personal watercraft is wearing a lifejacket or a PFD of an appropriate size, you are only required to carry: 
1. A sound-signaling device; 
2. A watertight flashlight or three pyrotechnic distress signals other than smoke signals; 
3. A magnetic compass if the personal watercraft is navigated out of sight of navigation marks; and 
4. Navigation lights if the personal watercraft is used after sunset or before sunrise or in periods of restricted visibility.

If everyone on board is wearing a lifejacket or a PFD of appropriate size, you are only required to carry:
1. A sound-signaling device; and 
2. A watertight flashlight if the boat is used after sunset or before sunrise or in periods of restricted visibility.

Note 1 - Bailer or Manual Bilge Pump
A bailer or manual bilge pump is not required for a boat that cannot hold enough water to make it capsize or a boat that has watertight 
compartments that are sealed and not readily accessible.

Note 2 - Reboarding Device
A reboarding device is only required if the vertical height that a person must climb to reboard the boat from the water (freeboard) is over 0.5 
meters (1’ 8”).

Note 3 - Navigation Lights
Navigation lights are only required if you operate the boat after sunset, before sunrise or in periods of restricted visibility (fog, falling snow, 
etc.). 

Reboarding Device
(See Note 2)

Bailer or Manual
Bilge Pump
(See Note 1)

Navigation Lights
(See Note 3)


